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Intense short-duration transverse mode solitons are found to exist in a ultrarelativistically hot 
electron-positron plasma and its relation with the pulsar radiation in discussed. 

In this Brief Communication, we extend our earlier 
research’ to consider the nonlinear propagation of the 
transverse mode in a hot ultrarelativistic electron-positron 
plasma. The microscopic state of the plasma is described 
by the kinetic equation 

asf, 2 a 
at+p l z  Sfs+e& +o, 

S 

(1) 

where af,(r,p,t) is the perturbation of the distribution 
function, s= (e,p) denotes the species electron and posi- 
tron , respectively e =~(p~+m~c~)“~ S 
equilibrium plasma distribition.’ 

and -f,(p) is the 

Considering the perturbation S f S- exp ( - iot+ ikx) , 
we obtain 

ME-v,) afd 
Sf,=- -. w-k-v, a4 (2) 

From the Maxwell equation 

J= ce, 
s 

v$fs&=dddE, (3) 
I 

and 

4n-i 
eij(W,k) =6ij+o ~ij(@A), 

we find the dielectric function 

(4) 

&Xv)‘dfa &co,k)=l+ c 2 j-dpw--r;;v.z. (5) s 
For an ultrarelativistic (p,“%rnzc’) plasma, we con- 

sider the local Maxwellian distribution2 

fa= (n~3/8rrT~)e-t~Ts. (6) 

Then 

&‘(w,k) = 1 -e ’ [l+& (g--l)lni$$], 

(7) 

with 

l T & “&=& z= .T 

Here etr( w,k) = k2c2/u2 defines the possible transverse 
modes in the ultrarelativistic electron-positron plasma, 
which are 

o’-fk’c’[ l+&+( 1+&+&)lf2], (8) 

a~={; (l+~k%;), k”A+l, (9) 

a=$ kcj l+&), k2& 1. (10) 

We study the propagational properties of mode 1 [Eq. (9)] 
and mode 2 [Eq. (lo)] in detail. For mode 1, we find 

%h=k=lijlDv2 @  “/il= (l+&QR)>c, (11) 

do 1 
v~=dk=qc(kA,) CC, (12) 

db CilD 
v;.=-@=-$>o; (13) 

and for mode 2, 

uph=;=; (I+‘&) >c, (14) 

vg’g=; (l&-) <c, (15) 

d2w 11 c 
v;=~=gjy$-p-o. (16) 

D 

It shows, as the usual transverse wave the phase veloc- 
ities of both modes are higher than the speed of light but 
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the waves are dispersive in nature. Therefore, we study the 
nonlinear propagation of these modes in detail. 

The nonlinear evolution of the wave is described by the 
nonlinear Schradinger equation3 

i(a,+v~,)E+5v~~-AE=O, (17) 

where A=&/8 1 E 1 2 is the nonlinear frequency shift 
caused by the density fluctuation Sn( 1 E( 2, due to the 
high-frequency (w) wave propagation. The slow plasma 
response, in this context, can easily be described by the 
fluid equation4 

ath4 +a,wbu,) =o, 

where 

TS 
ms*=m,-%m,, ps=nsTs 

w 
and 

fps=F (u,~~) = --mBc2dx JTiZFT~ (20) 

with & = e:/m,*2c2ti2 the ponderomotive force due to the 
high-frequency transverse wave. 

We consider the isothermal state of plasma 
f T,= Tp= T) and also consider yeye- r,- yO. In this case 
ponderomotive force (20) is charge independent and we 
can neglect the ambipolar field Cp in (19). 

Considering n=no+8n, T= T,,+ST (Sngno; 
ST4 To) from adiabatic law for ultrarelativistic gas 
(nJTz = const ) , we find ST/To=$Wno and 
a,.p=$T&Y$n. Then from the system of Eqs. ( 18) and 
( 19) we obtain 

(a;-$a$ z=$a;Jm, 

which in the moving frame $=x-v& gives, 

Sn c2 -= 
n0 r~(vi-vf) 

(~~4. 

(21) 

(22) 

Thus the evolution equation of the wave takes the form 

(231 

with 

Q= 
Vgc”P 

k&o(+u;) ’ 
The considered plasma is ultrarelativistically hot 
(T,Srn&‘) so vf-c2> vi. Thus v;Q > 0 for both the 
modes and the wave are modulationally unstable admitting 
the solitonic solution.? 

l/2 
, (24) 

where Eo= IA/Q1 ‘j2 (A=const) is the soliton amplitude 
and S = 1 2v~QE~ 1 w2 is the soliton pulse width. 

An analysis of (24) shows that 

Eo-(z)‘“, S-((z)“‘, for k’$,<l; (25) 

and 

Eo-(z)“‘, 8-(z)“‘, for k2;1k%l. (26) 

Thus in an ultrarelativistically hot ( Togrn$‘) 
electron-positron plasma, transverse modes, due to their 
nonlinear interaction with plasma, create intense solitons. 
For wavelength higher than the plasma Debye length these 
solitons become spiky in a hot and dense plasma. These 
solitons propagate with velocities less than the speed of 
light. Therefore, the nonlinear interaction with electrons 
and positrons, i.e., the nonlinear Landau damping, stops 
the solitons without changing its amplitude. The stopping 
length is of the order of the soliton width, which is very 
small for a dense plasma. Thus the soliton will be stopped 
in a short time, of the order of the time of their creation. 
Since a pulsar magnetosphere is predicted to be composed 
of ultrarelativistically hot and dense electron-positron 
plasma,6 these intense short durational solitons might be 
related with pulsar radiation and with its microstructure. 
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